
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTION 
2008-2014 Challenger Brushed Taillight Inserts 

Part# 152006 Patent Pending 

PARTS INCLUDED: 
3-Brushed Taillight Inserts 
1-Adhesive Promoter Pack 

Your new inserts come to you with a protective liner. DO NOT remove the liner until installation is 
complete. 

This three piece kit has been designed to enhance and upgrade the factory taillight area. 
Constructed of 304 stainless this kit will look beautiful for years and years without ever dulling or rusting. This 
is a simple to install kit that will transform your Challenger taillight into a nice custom looking tail end.  

1. Thoroughly clean the taillight areas to be mounted with alcohol to remove any and all dirt and or waxes.
After this step place a piece of masking tape to see if you have achieved a tack. If so swipe the areas once
with the adhesive promoter pack provided.

2. Before you permanently attach anything practice placing each section in position and make note of their
correct placement. Make sure that the factory taillight deck lid section lines up properly with the quarter
panel taillight sections. This may require you to adjust the deck lid stops just under the deck lid so that the
three areas line up to each other perfectly. This step will insure that the new kit will line up properly and
offer the best look. Although the factory taillight and deck lid lenses appear relatively flat, take a look along
its length. You will notice a very slight curve or contour to the lenses. It is important that each piece
matches this contour perfectly. You can achieve this by gently forming the pieces by hand until this contour

https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/


is matched. This will prevent any possibility of the sections popping off the lenses long term. If you 
consider that metal will not generally bend out of place by itself then by pre shaping the section you can 
expect the sections to remain permanently attached and looking good for years to come!   

3. Starting with the larger center section peel the red release liner from the back of the part and then carefully
place into the correct position and then press firmly to set. NOTE: Be sure that this section is right side up.
If you look closely at this section you will notice that there is a perfectly straight edge. This is the bottom
edge and the top edge has a slight arch to it as does the factory taillight.

4. Now that you have correctly placed the center section, the sides are relatively easy. Just make sure they ends
that meet the center section line up properly as you stick these two remaining parts into position again press
firmly to set. Remove the protective liner.

DO NOT GET WET FOR 24 HOURS 

Thank you and enjoy your purchase! 

 Add style with first-class chrome trim and accessories we offer.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
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